
 
THE FRAMEWORK OF JUDICIAL REVIEW 

OVERALL 

(1) JURISDICTION: Does the Court have jurisdiction to review this decision? 
a. Federal level: High Court, Federal Court, Federal Circuit Court à can the review proceedings be brought under 

the ADJR Act? 
b. State level: Supreme Court. 

For non-ADJR matters, state the basis for judicial review (e.g. s 39B Judiciary Act) and the specific remedy that will be sought 
by the applicant on the facts. Then becomes a matter of proving whether the ground exists to justify that remedy (e.g. jurisdictional 
error). Remember, remedies are discretionary.  

(2) STANDING: Does the Applicant have standing? 
a. Common law: special interest test 
b. ADJR Act: person aggrieved test   
c. Alternatives to standing: could the applicant intervene or be an amicus curiae? 

(3) REMEDIES: What remedy is the Applicant seeking? 
a. Writ of mandamus: grounds of review that constitute a jurisdictional error must be established 
b. Writ of certiorari: grounds of review that constitute a jurisdictional error must be established 
c. Writ of prohibition: grounds of review that constitute a jurisdictional error must be established 
d. Equitable remedies: injunctions and declarations 

(4) DELEGATED LEGISLATION: Has there been a decision made under delegated legislation? 
a. If yes, is the delegated legislation valid under the empowering statute? 

(5) GROUNDS OF REVIEW: BREACHES OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW NORMS 
a. If matter is under ADJR: frame the grounds around the statutory provisions (ss 5-6): (1) procedural grounds, 

(2) reasoning process grounds, (3) decisional grounds 
b. If matter is under common law: need to show jurisdictional error or error of law on the face of the record (latter 

may be modified by statute) to invalidate decision – frame response around jurisdictional error / error of law and 
then go into substantive grounds: (1) procedural grounds, (2) reasoning process grounds, (3) decisional grounds 

(6) PROCEDURAL GROUNDS OF REVIEW 
a. Implication of the duty of procedural fairness 
b. Content of procedural fairness: the hearing rule and the rule against bias 
c. Effect of PE and discretion: jurisdictional error, court has discretion 

(7) REASONING GROUNDS OF REVIEW 
a. Consideration grounds 
b. Improper or unauthorised purpose 
c. Improper application of policies 
d. Representations and estoppels 
e. Acting under dictation 
f. Unauthorised delegation 

(8) DECISIONAL GROUNDS OF REVIEW 
a. Jurisdictional errors 
b. Jurisdictional facts (objective and subjective) 
c. Errors of law on the face of the record 
d. Errors of law and errors of fact 
e. No evidence  
f. Wednesbury unreasonableness 
g. Uncertainty  
h. Breach of statutory procedures: does it invalidate decision? Project Blue Sky rule 

(9) PRIVATIVE CLAUSES: Is there a privative clause that purports to restrict access to judicial review? 
a. If yes, has a jurisdictional error been committed? 

(10) CONSEQUENCES OF BREACH: if a breach of an administrative law norm is made out, then need to determine whether 
it invalidates the decision itself – anything that is procedural or a jurisdictional error will nearly always invalidate. 
Otherwise, need to consider Project Blue Sky, Ex parte Palme etc. and equitable remedies (e.g. an injunction could be 
issued anyway for breach of procedure) 

(11) REMEDIES: remember, all remedies are discretionary: Ex parte Aala, s 10 ADJR 
a. ADJR: select from s 16 shopping list of remedies for appropriate one  
b. Common law: 

1. Writs: jurisdictional error or error of law on the face of the record 
2. Equitable remedies: injunction / declaration instead or in addition to writs 
3. NSW statutory remedies: 

a. Statutory mandamus: s 65(1) Supreme Court Act 
b. Make orders: s 69(1) 
c. Statutory certiorari: s 69(3) 

 



(1) JURISDICTION: DOES THE COURT HAVE JURISDICTION? 

For non-ADJR matters, state the basis for judicial review (e.g. s 39B Judiciary Act) and the specific remedy that will be sought 
by the applicant on the facts. Then it becomes a matter of proving whether the ground exists to justify that remedy (e.g. jurisdictional 
error) – remember, remedies are discretionary. 

FEDERAL JURISDICTION: 2 essential sources of jurisdiction for the FCA in conducting judicial review  

(a) Statutory claim under ADJR Act 

• [General]: Only the Federal Court has jurisdiction to hear applications for judicial review under the ADJR Act only if it 
is a decision (ABT) of an administrative character (Roche) under an enactment (Tang) 

o Exempted decisions: governor-general decisions (s 3(1)(a)), industrial relations (schedule 1(a)), privative clause 
decisions under Migration Act (schedule 1), national security / intelligence legislation decisions (schedule 1) 

• If a determination has been made, apply s 5 
o Is there an aggrieved person? Apply standing rules.  
o Is this a decision (s 5)?: see s 3(2). Must involve an actual substantive issue; is final or operative and 

determinative, rather than a mere step along the way: ABT v Bond. Intermediate findings are only reviewable 
if provided for in an enactment as an ‘essential preliminary’ and would resolve a substantial issue: ABT v Bond 

§ Very expansive: includes orders, awards, determinations, certificates, approval, license, authority, 
declarations, failure to make decision: s 3(2) 

§ Findings and reports are not decisions unless they are provided for / made under enactment: ABT v Bond 
§ Defining characteristics of a ‘decision’: 

• Statutory authority: reviewable decision is authorised / required by statute, not a step in 
reasoning towards an ultimate decision  

• Finality: reviewable decision has quality of finality involving a substantive issue  
• Preparatory acts are not decision: an act in preparation for a decision not reviewable  
• Findings of fact generally not decisions: Bond, Ainsworth 

o Of an administrative character (s 3(1))?: the task is evaluative and no single factor is determinative: Roche 
§ Legislative if: (i) creates rules of ‘general application’; (ii) provision for review by legislature; (iii) 

public consultation required; (iv) has regard to wide policy considerations; (v) can be varied or amended 
unilaterally by maker analogous to primary legislation; (vi) cannot be varied or amended by executive; 
(vii) not subject to merits review such as AAT; (viii) of binding effect. 

• Regulations are of a legislative character.   
§ Administrative if: (i) rules apply specifically to particular cases / individual; (ii) provision for merits 

review; (iii) can be made without wide public consultation; (iv) can be varied or amended by executive 
• Includes where a policy is being applied to an individual specifically  

o Made under an enactment (s 3(1))?: 2-step test in Griffith v Tang: 
§ (i) Decision must be expressly or impliedly required or authorised by enactment; and  
§ (ii) Decision must itself ‘confer, alter or otherwise affect’ legal rights and obligations (whether pre-

existing or created by the decision itself)  
§ Decisions made under the general law (e.g. contract, corporations law) by virtue of a statute giving a 

body ‘all powers of an individual’ are not decisions under enactments: General Newspapers; Tang 
o Note: cannot use the ADJR Act against the Governor-General (s 3(1) ADJR Act) – hence why you don’t want 

to rely on the ADJR Act when going after a regulation itself.  
• If decision-maker is in the process of making a determination, apply s 6 

o Is there an aggrieved person? Apply standing rules  
o Is it in purport of a decision? Apply above.  

(b) Common law claim (when ADJR Act not available) 

• [General]: if the decision is (a) ousted by a privative clause, or (b) excluded from the ADJR Act (Cth), one must bring 
a claim within the Federal Court / HCA’s original jurisdiction.  

o Federal Court: has analogous original jurisdiction (s 39B Judiciary Act). Will need to find jurisdictional error 
or error of law on the face of the record. Jurisdiction includes writs (any matter where a writ of mandamus / 
prohibition / certiorari is sought against a Cth officer under s 39B), equitable remedies, (any matter where an 
injunction or declaration is sought against a Cth officer under s 39B(2)(a)), or any matter arising under Cth laws 
other than criminal matters (s 39B(1A)) 

§ Migration Act: FCA is separately granted jurisdiction for migration matters under the Migration Act 
§ Remittal jurisdiction: HCA can remit matters to the FCA: s 44 Judiciary Act 

o High Court: has minimum entrenched power of judicial review granted by constitution – original jurisdiction in 
all ‘matters’ in which Cth is sued (s 74(iii)) or a constitutional writ or equitable remedy is sought against an 
‘officer of the Cth’ (s 75(v)). Will need to find jurisdictional error or error of law on the face of the record. Note 
the HCA can remit to the Federal Court (waste of $), so Federal Court is often the best bet.  

o Plaintiff M61: whether independent contractors are amenable to s 75(v) may depend on which aspects of the 
exercise of statutory / executive authority of Cth are outsourced.  



STATE JURISDICTION (NSW) 

• [General]: No statutory scheme analogous to the ADJR Act in NSW. Accordingly, the claim for judicial review is brought 
under the common law. The aggrieved party will need to identify a jurisdictional error to access the prerogative writs.  

• [Common law inherent jurisdiction]: Supreme Court has inherent jurisdiction to conduct judicial review and issue 
prerogative writs and equitable remedies (declaration, injunction): Kirk. Need to show either jurisdictional error 
(mandamus, prohibition, retrospective certiorari), or error on the face of the record (prospective certiorari).  

o Record in NSW includes transcript of decision: s 69(4) Supreme Court Act  
• [Supreme Court Act (NSW) s 23]: Court has all jurisdiction necessary for the administration of justice in NSW (incl. 

judicial review), still need to show either jurisdictional error, or error on the face of the record (s 69(3)) 
o Record includes reasons of the court / tribunal: s 69(4); Wingfoot 
o Supreme Court has powers to make orders for judicial review: 

§ Fulfil duties: order government to fulfil any duty which a person is interested in: s 65(1) SC Act 
§ Make orders: make orders to give effect to judgments: s 69(1) 
§ Quash Tribunal / Court decision on the basis of an error of law: s 69(3) 

• [Grounds of review]: In order to be granted a remedy, need to show either: (i) jurisdictional error (always available), or 
(ii) error of law on the face of the record (can be excluded / modified by statute) 

JUDICIAL REVIEW OF DECISIONS BY PRIVATE ENTITIES 

• Can a decision made by a private body or statutory body exercising private rights be subject to judicial review? 
Mixed authority. Generally, public law remedies should not be granted in respect of private bodies (NEAT). If, however, 
the private body has a ‘public element’ or ‘performs a public duty’ (i.e. affects members of the public to a significant 
degree such that it can be described as an exercise of public power affecting public rights), and/or its jurisdiction is not 
wholly consensual (i.e. based on moral persuasion) then it will be reviewable by the courts as an administrative decision 
(Forbes; Datafin) 

o Institutional approach (preferred in Australia): under ADJR, decision must be ‘made under an enactment’. 
§ NEAT: a decision by a private company, although granted enormous monopoly and power by statute, 

was not reviewable; it was not possible to impose public law obligations, as these would be inconsistent 
with its ability to pursue private / commercial objectives  

• Cf. Gleeson CJ and Kirby J (dissent): (i) need for accountability; (ii) a repository of public 
power; (iii) acting as quasi-regulator (monopoly status) 

§ Forbes: on narrow view, restricted to clubs on grounds of procedural fairness; on broad view, public 
organisations with a ‘public nature’ and power to affect members of the public to a significant degree 
should be reviewable  

o Functional approach: administrative law concerned with control over the exercise of public functions 
irrespective of whether carried out by executive government or non-governmental organisation. Review where 
(i) public element; (ii) its jurisdiction is not wholly consensual; (iii) public function / duty: Datafin.   

• Ultimately there is no bright-line rule governing this – it is highly context dependent based on the following factors: 
o Statute: the statutory context and provisions empowering the private entity 
o Facts: the particular facts in the matter at hand  
o Constitutional considerations: whether the statute is attempting to oust the original jurisdiction of the HCA to 

conduct judicial review: Plaintiff M61 
o Political considerations: if the matter involves the denial of personal rights, e.g. refugee matters, HCA is more 

likely to find judicial review e.g. Plaintiff M61 (highly politicised), Forbes (unpolitical) 

Is there a privative, ‘no invalidity’, or ‘time limit’ clause that purports to limit the jurisdiction of the court or the grounds 
of review? 

• See end. Generally ok: privative clauses are generally valid and can oust as much jurisdiction and as many grounds of 
review as they like, subject to certain exceptions.  

• Entrenched minimum judicial review: privative clauses cannot remove the jurisdiction of the HCA or State Supreme 
Courts to issue writs and remedies for jurisdictional errors.  

 
  



(2) STANDING: DOES THE APPLICANT HAVE STANDING? 

Only need to make an issue of standing if the facts ask for it. 
• [General]: To be entitled to make a judicial review application, an applicant must have standing.  
• [Trend to liberalisation]: Whilst there have traditionally been remedy-specific tests of standing, trend in case law since 

the 1980s has been towards the liberalising of standing — general move towards greater accountability for decision-
making which requires a wider range of applicants be given access to courts to challenge the array of decisions made by 
government 

o HCA interpretation of ‘special interest’: HCA has stated that questions of standing for 'special interest' and 
'aggrieved person' should be expansively interpreted to promote the public interest in enforcement of the rule of 
law: Argos v Corbell  

DOES THE APPLICANT HAVE STANDING UNDER THE COMMON LAW? [Special Interest Test] 

• The test is flexible and will vary significantly depending on the court’s discretion and facts of the case.  
• [Special interest test]: Does the applicant have: (a) a private right that is interfered with? If not, (b) does the applicant 

have a special interest in the subject matter and / or outcome? ACF 
o P must demonstrate a special interest in the subject matter above ordinary member of public: ACF, Right to Life 

§ Need not be legal, financial, or proprietary, but must be substantial and beyond ordinary member: Right 
§ Mere intellectual, emotional, philosophical, ideological concerns are insufficient: ACF, Right to Life  
§ A remote / merely fanciful interest of the applicant in the matter is insufficient: ACF, Right to Life 

o Person must be likely to gain some advantage (other than satisfaction of righting a wrong etc.) or suffer some 
disadvantage (other than sense of grievance or costs) dependent on outcome: ACF 

o Must be more than a mere intellectual or emotional concern, however strong: ACF, North Coast 
o Written submissions to government/public authorities, or incorporation with particular objects, does not of itself 

afford standing (look to terms of legislation): ACF 
o Examine the public interest outlined in the relevant legislation: Onus, Right to Life 

§ Onus: Act was directed at preserving relics of interest to Aborigines, archaeologists, public 
§ Right to Life: Act was concerned with discrete safety / quality issues, not broader issue of life/abortion 

o Cultural and spiritual connections of specific group to specific land; proximate connection: Onus 
o Test is an enabling, not a restrictive, procedural stipulation: Bateman's Bay 

• [A-G]: can either bring a case in their own right, or can give their fiat to a private litigant, giving them standing. But A-
G is useless – it has discretion and often a vested interest against enforcement: Bateman’s Bay 

• [Specific cases]: 
o Statutory rights, obligations, and functions given to particular bodies can create a special interest: US Tobacco 
o Operating in the same 'limited market' as a statutory body and the risk of 'immediate, significant and peculiar' 

detriment may satisfy standing; interest in law breach/public funds: Bateman's Bay 
o When applicant is organised or incorporated body and has been publicly recognised by government as being 

representative of a class of people or a particular concern, then 'special interest' is more likely: North Coast  
o 'Special interest' more likely when the applicant shows a concern or interest specific to the matter, e.g. a concern 

specific to a region or particular issue as opposed to a general interest: Onus v Alcoa; North Coast Council  
o Environmental cases:  increasingly expansive approach to standing in environmental cases where there have 

been no private interests directly affected. Clear public interest in upholding rule of law on government 
administration by allowing standing when no one else able to bring a case: North Coast Council  

DOES THE APPLICANT HAVE STANDING UNDER THE ADJR ACT? [Person Aggrieved Test] 

• Tests above applicable, but it appears ‘aggrieved’ takes a wider application based on the merits of each case: Right to Life 
• ADJR Act (Cth): person aggrieved by a decision to which ADJR applies (s 5(1)) 
• Meaning of ‘a person aggrieved’ under ADJR: (a) person whose interest have been adversely affected by a decision; 

or, (b) any person whose interests would be adversely affected if decision made in accordance with a report: s 3(4)(a) 
o Grievance must be greater than the ordinary member of the public, which must not be merely intellectual, 

philosophical or emotional: Right to Life. However, it need not be legal, proprietary, financial / other tangible 
interest: US Tobacco 

o Participation in a primary decision-making process confers standing: US Tobacco 
o Public interest bodies: standing is conferred where a group is capable of representing the interests of the public, 

considering objects of the organisation, recognition by government, research / other activities related to the 
subject matter: North Coast Environmental Council 

OTHER 

• [Statutory reform]: Exceptions where the ADJR Act does not apply to an applicant 
o Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (NSW) s 123: open standing for breach of the Act. Applies 

to environmental planning and development consent. Applies to judicial review of government decisions (e.g. 
Ministers) and against private developers through civil enforcement 

• Can the applicant access judicial review in some other capacity? Roadshow 


